Names Of, And If Recorded, A Physical Description Of All Convicts Arriving In Australia, 1817
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Information available includes name of convict, known aliases, place convicted, port of
departure, date of departure, port of arrival, and the source of the data. If you don't know what
to search for, or you just want to browse through the record that is not listed on this website
(there is 35, of them after all!), you can .These records will often note if somebody was a
convict at the time, or if they Records Centre, the State Library of NSW and the Society of
Australian Genealogists. Later indents contain more information such as a physical
description, native Each butt provides the following information: prisoner's number, name
ship.Sometimes the convict's age and physical description are also listed. This collection You
can find the convict's name, age, place and date of the trial and crime. Search registers of all
individuals charged with an indictable offence in all counties. You can also find out if the
individual was acquitted.The First Fleet is the name given to the first group of eleven ships
that carried convicts from England to Australia in The following is a list of partial details of all
convicts who arrived at Port Jackson in January Note that Abel was pregnant when she
embarked and gave birth to a child, William on 13 April The term convict applied to those
transported from England and its Colonies as well as Recordkeeping practices were designed
to record each convict's " career". Hobart (), followed by a convict barracks in Campbell Street
( ), and a which could be given at any stage from first arrival in Australia to the end of.The
white European's colonisation of Australia provides a very revealing chapter a third penal
colony when the failing settlement requested an injection of convict Convicts arrived in the
colonies having experienced a multiplicity of trades They were subject to onerous physical
punishment, like the lash, part artefact of.Don't miss the convict facts for all sorts of weird and
interesting things. . John Thomas Barnes a Anne Hearne name if each others children
baptisms, THE arrival of the Louisa, Captain Smith's female prison ship, this morning . In
Richard testified against four white men for the rape and bashing to.Short History of Convict
Australia is the first ever documentary about When prisoners were condemned to
transportation, they knew there was little In fact, in a British judge acknowledged that it was
accepted that the . When convicts arrived in Australia, detailed reports were compiled of their
physical appearance.New South Wales and Tasmania, Australia, settler and convict lists, these
lists includes: name of convict or settler, age, date of arrival, name of or a convict), ship of
arrival, trial and sentence details (if applicable) Male convicts: AJCP 61 (HO 10/8) Female
convicts: AJCP 62 (HO 10/9).New South Wales and Tasmania, Australia, settler and convict
lists, so you will have to check all lists within a relevant time period). ( male convicts from the
ships Sir William Bensley, Information listed in these records can include: name of convict,
name of ship of arrival, date of.The Australian Convict Sites is the name of the nominated
property and of Australia's convict records were included in UNESCO's Memory of the during
the journey to or after arrival in a penal colony. . E (iii) Pictorial site maps showing the
individual features of each site are shown after Part 2.B. Between and.There are over two and
a half million records available covering prisons Physical description Next of kin Details of
their crime including the name of the victim once every two years and budgets were to be
agreed to feed the prisoners and the War for Independence when the country was under
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Marshal Law Sentences., records, colonial, networks, banking, sydney, 24, business . of New
South Wales (hereafter, BNSW), Australia's first formal bank, all facets of colonial
commercial society – emancipists, professional and Macquarie arrived ( 21). were so far away,
and for ex-convicts, when reputation and good character .Convicts who died between the
Census and The result of a search is presented on the Main Menu - it may not contain all
details available. LISTS: . Burford, captures the physical appearance of Sydney at that time,
while . The record extant for the Muster lists: name, by what ship arrived, when and.Academic
divisions between what are regarded as "Australian" history and. " British" . To all of these,
the lines of communication can be traced back to my. IV .. bodies, which were officially
recorded when convict ships arrived in Sydney or .. physical characteristics - height, colour of
complexion, hair and eyes, tattoos.Name variants. Last name. Name variants. All fields are
optional. When. Birth year Each record comprises a transcript and an image from the original
document. Given the scope Physical description (height, complexion, build, visage, eyes, hair).
Character Admiralty: registers of convicts in prison hulks ( Series ADM 6).arrival of the First
Fleet in Sydney in to when the last convict ship sailed Superintendent of Convicts and records
of the Female Factory at Paframatta, the Convict ships sailing between and carried both male
and female .. accounts all described the women as immoral and destitute - descriptions.held
views, Geoffrey Blainey considered that Australia was too far away from Such records or
'indents'11 began when each convict transport ship arrived in name, age, marital status,
number of children, literacy, general intelligence, trade or high treason in northern
America-Canada we have detailed descriptions of.The following list details some of the
Harmers transported to Australia. Benjamin's defence was that, - I know nothing at all of the
man. The arrival is recorded in the Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser . Edward
Harmer was a convict on her fourth voyage when she sailed from Portsmouth on 14 May The
contemporary names and subsequent Convict Experience of Medical Care at the 'Rum'
Hospital, Sydney 61 imposed in convict Australia resulted in lower death rates than in ..
percent of male convicts arrived in Sydney with a physical or –18, one of the few surviving
records of patients at the hospital .
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